Beyond Agile
Discover a breakthrough process for rapid
software development and growth.
Proven

Effective

Scalable

Vastly accelerate software
development. Grow even faster.

Investment

An intimate, one-day workshop with Peter Cronin,
Australian and NZ Director of ViAGO.

Auckland - 28th Apr

This is an opportunity to spend a day with Peter Cronin, in an
upscale conference room, in the company of 15 of your peers
(owners and senior executives from mid-sized businesses).
The objective will be for each executive, over the course
of the day, to fashion a simple (but detailed) plan to
accelerate software output and scale at high speed.

Wellington - 30th April

Primary delegate $298 | Secondary delegate $198
Ask about our early bird booking discount.

Agenda
Registration: 8.45am

Afternoon session: post-lunch - 4.00pm

Morning session: 9.00am - lunch

The role of management
A market characterised by rapid change has equally important

Discover the need for speed
Fast-growth and rapid-change. It’s the new normal for software
development in every industry. Discover how Beyond Agile offers
a repeatable process to harness that and out-innovate the competition.

implications for executive problem-solving. Institutional knowledge
rapidly becomes outdated and holds back the effectiveness of
solutions. A dramatically different approach offers executives the
potential to break out of old patterns, and quickly and reliably

Agile: necessary but not sufficient

create solutions that will revolutionise the marketplace.

Agile’s iterative approach overtook Waterfall as the leading software

We will do a session on application right here, and solve some of your

development management process. Regular sprints coupled with
feedback loops and cross-collaboration have driven vast improvements,
but the new normal is now exposing their functional and productive
limits. What is needed is a system of Steady Pace.

organisation’s most-persistent software development problems.

Case study: 4.00pm - 5.00pm
A $10bn use case

Achieving Steady Pace

How it’s come together for Australia’s biggest ASX-listed tech

It’s clear we must increase the speed and quality of development to

company. You’ll see how they accelerated innovation and output,

meet short-term and long-term growth goals. The good news is that

and permanently changed the logistics industry, and why they’ve

it’s possible to implement process and software changes to smooth

left all their competitors eating dust as they’ve scaled from $10m

the flow of work through the business, get control over workload, and

in sales to a $10b market cap in just 10 years.

maximise the output and value of your most limited resource.

Post-workshop drinks: 5.00pm – 5.45.pm

Lunch

You are welcome to stay on for a post-workshop drink with Peter

Enjoy a delicious lunch and drinks. Pick Peter’s brain if you want.

and chat with him and fellow delegates.

beyondagileworkshop.com

